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(57) ABSTRACT 

Game Software for getting a computer to execute a proce 
dure for computing and producing a mesh being comprised 
of a plurality of Small partitions on a projecting plane of a 
Virtual camera, a procedure for projecting the mesh pro 
duced on the projecting plane onto a position of the Surface 
of a big Surface object in a three dimensional virtual Space, 
the position being shown by object data, So as to Set a 
projecting mesh, a procedure for partially modeling the 
Surface of the big Surface object on each of Small partitions 
comprising the projecting mesh, a procedure for rendering 
the Surface of the big Surface object partially modeled So as 
to compute and produce an image of the Surface on the 
projecting plane, and a procedure for displaying the image 
of the Surface computed and produced on a monitor 
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FIG.7 
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GAME SOFTWARE AND GAME MACHINE 
HAVING FUNCTION OF DISPLAYING BG 

SURFACE OBJECT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to game software and a game 
machine, for realtimely modeling and rendering a three 
dimensional object. Especially, the invention relates to game 
Software and a game machine, Suitable for representing a 
three dimensional object having a big Surface, Such as a Sea, 
a lake, a river, a desert and a jungle. 
0002 “Game software” in the specification includes pro 
gram itself and various kinds of data related to the program 
if necessary. It is not always necessary to relate “game 
Software” to the data, but “game software” has always 
program. And, “the related various kinds of data” may be 
Stored in a memory means, Such as a ROM disc, together 
with the program. Furthermore, these data may be Stored in 
an outside memory means So as to be freely read out through 
a communication medium means, Such as the Internet. 

0003. In a conventional method of representing an image 
of a three dimensional object having a big Surface, Such as 
a Sea, a lake, a river, a desert and a jungle (only “the big 
Surface object hereinafter) with Such kind of game Soft 
ware, the whole model of a three dimensional object to be 
represented is located at a predetermined position inside a 
three dimensional virtual Space, the whole model located is 
equally divided into many Small meshes, a polygon is 
located on each mesh, animation processing for changing 
the shape of each mesh (polygon) with passage of time is 
executed, and rendering processing, Such as texture map 
ping, Shadowing and Shading, is executed on the polygon So 
as to produce the image to be produced. 

0004. In Such a case, animation processing and rendering 
processing on each mesh (polygon) are executed on the 
polygon located on each mesh, So that animation processing 
and rendering processing are executed on a distant Surface of 
water, Similar on a Surface of water near a camera although 
the distant Surface of water is actually displayed to be 
extremely Small on a monitor. 

0005 With this method, a vain operation by a CPU is 
inevitable. So, this is a big problem for game Software and 
a game machine with real-time computer graphics (CG) 
animation for actualizing Speedy picturing by improving 
efficiency of operation of a CPU if circumstances allow. 
0006 Then, game software and a game machine for 
maintaining quality of imageS which are displayed on a 
display and actualizing Speedy picturing with no vain opera 
tion by a CPU when representing the big surface object with 
real-time CG animation processing are still be desired to be 
developed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The invention is game software having function of 
displaying big Surface object, Said game Software having 
program for getting a computer to execute a procedure for 
obtaining an image of a Surface of a big Surface object 
having a big Surface to be located in a three dimensional 
Virtual Space with a virtual camera and displaying on a 
monitor, comprising: 
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0008 said game software having program for get 
ting Said computer to execute the following proce 
dures, 

0009 a procedure for storing data, for storing object 
data in a memory of Said computer, Said object data 
having a coordinate position of Said Surface of Said 
big Surface object for locating Said Surface in Said 
three dimensional virtual Space; 

0010 a procedure for setting virtual camera, for 
Setting Said virtual camera in Said three dimensional 
Virtual space Such that a lower face of a view 
boundary of Said virtual camera intersects a plane 
where Said Surface of Said big Surface object is 
located; 

0011 a procedure for producing mesh, for comput 
ing So as to produce a mesh being comprised of a 
plurality of Small partitions on a projecting plane of 
Said virtual camera; 

0012 a procedure for setting projecting mesh, for 
Setting a projecting mesh by projecting Said mesh 
produced on Said projecting plane by Said procedure 
for producing mesh onto a position of Said Surface of 
Said big Surface object in Said three dimensional 
Virtual Space, Said position being shown by Said 
object data; 

0013 a procedure for partially modeling, for par 
tially modeling said Surface of said big surface object 
on each Small partition comprising Said projecting 
mesh; 

0014) a procedure for rendering, for rendering said 
Surface of Said big Surface object which was partially 
modeled by Said procedure for partially modeling So 
as to compute and produce an image of Said Surface 
on Said projecting plane; and 

0015 a procedure for displaying, for displaying said 
image of Said Surface which was computed and 
produced by Said procedure for rendering on Said 
monitor. 

0016. According to this aspect of the invention, it is not 
necessary to divide all the Surfaces of the big Surface object 
by a mesh, and it is Sufficient to Set the mesh on only Surface 
portion which is projected on the projecting plane of the 
Virtual camera and to model only the Surface, thereby 
avoiding modeling on the other Surface portion of the big 
Surface object which is not displayed on a monitor as an 
image. Then, the burden on a CPU does not widely increase 
by the operation for modeling, and Speedy picturing is 
possible, while maintaining quality of image Similar to the 
conventional. 

0017 And, the mesh is set on the projecting plane of the 
Virtual camera, and the Set mesh is projected onto a position 
of the Surface of the big Surface object So as to Set the 
projecting mesh, So that the Small partition of the projecting 
mesh projected can be changed bigger with distance from 
the virtual camera. Then, the distant mesh which is projected 
on the big Surface object occupies a big Surface area on the 
Surface, and the modeling on each Small partition of the 
mesh and the Subsequent rendering processing can be made 
more simple with the area ratio with respect to the object 
with distance from the virtual camera. 
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0.018. Then, speedy picturing is possible with a quality of 
image Similar to the conventional, while widely simplifying 
the processing of the portion distant from the Virtual camera, 
which will be Small displayed on a monitor in actual fact and 
does not mostly give an influence on the quality of the image 
even if displayed. 

0.019 Besides, the other aspect of the invention is the 
game Software having function of displaying big Surface 
object, wherein Said procedure for producing mesh has a 
procedure for computing position of Surface, for computing 
a coordinate position on Said projecting plane, concerning 
the most distant position of Said Surface of Said big Surface 
object which is projected on Said projecting plane from a 
position of Said virtual cameral with respect to Said big 
Surface object, and Said mesh is computed and produced on 
a portion near Said virtual camera rather than Said coordinate 
position on Said projecting plane which was computed by 
Said procedure for computing position of Surface. 

0020. According to this aspect of the invention, the mesh 
is computed and produced on the portion near the Virtual 
camera rather than the coordinate position on the projecting 
plane which was computed by the procedure for computing 
position of Surface, So that the mesh is not set on the portion 
excluding the Surface of the big Surface object, thereby 
avoiding excessive operation by a CPU and actualizing 
Speedy processing. 

0021 Beside, the other aspect of the invention is the 
game Software having function of displaying big Surface 
object, wherein Said procedure for producing mesh has a 
procedure for equally dividing, for respectively equally 
dividing Said projecting plane of Said Virtual camera in 
horizontal and vertical directions So as to produce Said mesh. 
0022. According to this aspect of the invention, the mesh 
is produced by respectively equally dividing the projecting 
plane of the Virtual camera in horizontal and Vertical direc 
tions, So that production of mesh is made simple, and the 
operation load on a CPU is small. 

0023 And, the other aspect of the invention is the game 
Software having function of displaying big Surface object, 
wherein Said procedure for producing mesh has a procedure 
for dividing mesh, for dividing Said projecting plane of Said 
Virtual camera So as to produce Said mesh Such that the 
farther the distance from Said virtual camera is, the bigger 
Said Small partition of Said projecting mesh which is set by 
Said procedure for Setting projecting mesh becomes. 

0024. According to this aspect of the invention, the mesh 
is produced by dividing the projecting plane of the Virtual 
camera Such that the Small partition of the projecting mesh 
which is Set by the procedure for Setting projecting mesh can 
be changed bigger with distance from the virtual camera. 
Then, the distant mesh of the big surface object which does 
not mostly give an influence on the quality of image dis 
played on the monitor occupies a big Surface area on the 
Surface of the object. Then, the modeling on each Small 
partition and the Subsequent rendering processing can be 
made more simple with the area ratio with respect to the 
object with distance from the Virtual camera. 
0.025 Then, speedy picturing is possible with a quality of 
image Similar to the conventional, while widely simplifying 
the processing of the portion distant from the Virtual camera, 
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which will be Small displayed on a monitor in actual fact and 
does not mostly give an influence on the quality of the image 
even if displayed. 
0026. And, the other aspect of the invention is the game 
Software having function of displaying big Surface object, 
wherein Said procedure for partially modeling has a proce 
dure for locating polygon, for locating a plate polygon on 
each of Said Small partitions comprising Said projecting 
mesh. 

0027 According to this aspect of the invention, a plate 
polygon is located on each of the Small partitions comprising 
the projecting mesh, thereby easily executing the modeling, 
corresponding the Small partition of the projecting mesh and 
the plate polygon to each other with 1:1. 
0028 Besides, the other aspect of the invention is the 
game Software having function of displaying big Surface 
object, wherein Said big Surface object is an object for 
representing a Sea, a lake or a river. 
0029. According to this aspect of the invention, the big 
Surface object is the object for representing a Sea, a lake or 
a river, and the Surface of the big Surface object is a Surface 
of water having a relatively simple Surface shape. Then, 
Simple rendering procedure on the plate polygon distant 
from the Virtual camera concerning the Surface of water 
having a big area does not invite deterioration of the quality 
of the image, thereby effectively utilizing the invention. 
0030 Besides, the other aspect of the invention is a game 
machine to be controlled by a computer, for executing game 
Software having the above-mentioned program. 
0031. According to this aspect of the invention, speedy 
picturing is possible if necessary when the game Software 
being stored in a hard disc or the ROM 2 or the RAM 3 
inside a game machine. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0032 FIG. 1 is a control block diagram of a game 
machine to which the invention is applied, 
0033 FIG. 2 is a typical view showing a lake (a big 
Surface object) located in a three dimensional virtual space 
and a virtual camera located for rendering a Scene of the 
lake, 
0034 FIG. 3 is a typical view showing a positional 
relation between a view boundary of the virtual camera of 
FIG. 2 and a Surface of water of the lake, 
0035 FIG. 4 is a top view of FIG. 3, 
0036 FIG. 5 is a typical view showing a mesh set on a 
projecting plane of camera coordinates, 
0037 FIG. 6 is a view showing an image of the surface 
of water displayed on a display, and 
0038 FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing summary of proce 
dures for the big Surface object. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0039. A game machine 20 is for executing a predeter 
mined game, Such as an action game, according to game 
Software which is stored in a ROM disc 15, a storage 
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medium, as shown in FIG. 1. The game machine 20 has a 
CPU 1, main body of which is a microprocessor, a ROM 
(read-only memory) 2 and a RAM (random-access memory) 
3 as main memories with respect to the CPU 1, an image 
processing unit 4 and a Sound processing unit 6, and buffers 
5, 7 with respect to both units, and a ROM disc reader 8. 
0040 An operating System which is program necessary 
for controlling the whole operations in the game machine is 
written in the ROM 2. In the RAM 3, program and data for 
game read from the ROM disc 15 as a storage medium are 
Stored according to its necessity. And, the image processing 
unit 4 receives image data from the CPU 1, and draws a 
game picture on the frame buffer 5, and converts the data of 
the drawn image into predetermined Video regenerative 
Signal, and outputs the Signal to a monitor 9 with a prede 
termined timing. The Sound processing unit 6 copies data of 
Voice or Sound, and data of the Sound Source which are read 
out of the ROM disc 15 and stored in the Sound buffer 7, and 
gets a speaker 10 to output. The ROM disc reader 8 reads 
program and data which are stored in the ROM disc 15 
according to an instruction from the CPU 1, and outputs a 
Signal corresponding to the read contents. Program and data 
necessary for execution of the game are stored in the ROM 
disc 15. As the monitor 9 and the speaker 10, a home 
television receiver and a built-in speaker of the television 
receiver are generally used. 
0041. A communication control device 11 is connected 
with the CPU 1 through a bus 14, and a controller 12 as an 
input device and an auxiliary memory 13 are attachably and 
detachably connected with the device 11 through proper 
connection ports. The controller 12 functions as an input 
device, and has operation members, Such as an operation 
key, for receiving the operation by a player. The communi 
cation control device 11 Scans the State of the operation of 
the controller 12 at predetermined cycles (at Sixty cycles per 
a Second, for instance), and outputs the signal corresponding 
to the scanned result to the CPU 1. The CPU 1 judges the 
state of the operation of the controller 12 on the basis of the 
Signal. A plurality of the controllerS 12 and the auxiliary 
memories 13 may be connected with the communication 
control device 11 in parallel. 
0042. The components in the above-mentioned structure 
excluding the monitor 9, the speaker 10, the controller 12, 
the ROM disc 15, and the auxiliary memory 13 are stored 
together in a predetermined housing So as to comprise a 
machine body 16. This machine body 16 functions as a 
computer. 
0.043 Game software GPR through which a game, such 
as an action game, a role playing game, and an adventure 
game, proceeds according to a predetermined Scenario, is 
Stored in the ROM disc 15. 

0044) In the game machine 20, the CPU 1 firstly executes 
a predetermined initialization process according to the pro 
gram of the ROM 2 after a predetermined initialization 
operation (the operation of turning the power on, for 
instance). When the initialization finishes, the CPU 1 starts 
to read the game software GPR which is stored in the ROM 
disc 15, and Starts game processing according to the pro 
gram. When a player executes a predetermined game Start 
operation on the controller 12, the CPU 1 starts various 
processing necessary for the execution of the game accord 
ing to the routines of the game software GPR on the basis of 
the instruction. 
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004.5 Thereafter, the game machine 20 executes prede 
termined processes according to the read game Software 
GPR, controls to display the image on the monitor 9, and 
controls So that a predetermined Scenario can proceed. 
0046) With the game machine 20 having such a structure, 
various kinds of games can be played on a Screen of the 
display 9 by loading the program stored in the ROM disc 15 
into the RAM 3 which is a main memory of a computer and 
executing the loaded with the CPU 1. 
0047. In the above-mentioned explanation, a computer 
through which the game Software according to the invention 
functions is the game machine 20 as a game machine for 
home use. But, the game machine 20 may be a So-called 
portable game machine. Besides, the game machine 20 may 
not be a machine dedicated for a game, but a machine for 
replaying Storage medium of general Sound or general 
image. 
0048 Alternatively, the computer may be anything for 
working the game Software, Such as a personal computer and 
a portable phone. 

0049 And, various kinds of programs comprising the 
game software GPR and various kinds of data may be stored 
in with any method as long as these can be read out through 
a function of the program of the game software GPR. As the 
embodiment of the invention, these may be stored in the 
ROM disc 15 together with the program of the game 
software GPR. Alternatively, these may be stored in an 
external memory means Separate from the game machine 1, 
Such as a Server, So as to download in a memory, Such as the 
RAM 3, through a communication medium means, Such as 
the Internet, with a reading program provided in the game 
Software GPR. 

0050. The game according to the game software GPR is 
a So-called action game for moving a character (not shown) 
operable by a player's instruction through the controller 12, 
fighting against an enemy character in a field FLD Set inside 
a three dimensional virtual Space 31, the Space being pro 
duced inside the RAM 3 by the CPU 1 as shown in FIG. 2 
according to a field producing program FPP of the game 
Software GPR So as to advance a Scenario. 

0051 Only elements of the Software in conjunction with 
the invention which comprise the game software GPR are 
shown in the game software GPR as shown in FIG. 1, and 
various kinds of programs and data including ones shown in 
FIG. 1 which are necessary for executing the game with the 
game Software GPR are actually Stored in the game Software 
GPR. 

0052 The field producing program FPP may locate a big 
Surface object 21, an object, Such as a lake, a Sea, a desert, 
a jungle and a river, having a big Surface, Such as a Surface 
of lake, a Surface of Sea, a Surface of Sand, an upper Surface 
of jungle, a Surface of river, inside the three dimensional 
virtual space 31 through the CPU 1 by instruction of a 
Scenario progreSS control program SAP for controlling a 
progreSS of the game Scenario, as shown in FIG. 2. In a case 
of this embodiment, a lake 22 is located in the three 
dimensional virtual Space 31 as the big Surface object 21. 
0053 And, the scenario progress control program SAP 
instructs a camera control program CCP of the game Soft 
ware GPR to display an image obtained by rendering the 
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lake 22 on the monitor 9 through the CPU 1 and the image 
processing unit 4 according to a movement of the character 
in the game (not shown) 
0.054 Receiving this instruction, the camera control pro 
gram CCP reads a big Surface object processing program 
BOP out of the game software GPR through the CPU 1, and 
processes to display a Surface of water 22a which is a 
Surface of lake according to the big Surface object proceSS 
ing program BOP 
0.055 No lake 22 is located in the three dimensional 
Virtual Space 31 as an object before processing to display the 
lake 22 by the big Surface object processing program BOP. 
Then, the big Surface object processing program BOP 
instructs the field producing program FPP to read object data 
OBD concerning the lake 22 which was instructed to display 
by the camera control program CCP out of an object data file 
ODF in the game software GPR through the CPU 1. 
0056 Receiving this instruction, the CPU 1 reads the 
object data OBD concerning the lake 22 to be located in the 
three dimensional virtual space 31 out of the object data file 
ODF, and stores in the buffer memory (not shown) (step S1 
of FIG. 1). The object data OBD of the lake 22 stores data 
necessary for locating the lake 22 in the three dimensional 
Virtual Space 31, Such as positional data DPD concerning a 
position of the lake 22 in the three dimensional virtual Space 
31, and three dimensional shape data TSD including a shape 
of the lake 22 and a shape and a depth of the Surface of water 
22a. The field producing program FPP can easily produce 
the lake 22 and locate it at a predetermined position in the 
three dimensional virtual space 31 on the basis of the object 
data OBD of the lake 22 which was read out of the object 
data file ODF through the CPU 1. 
0057. After reading out the object data OBD of the lake 
22 to be displayed, the big Surface object processing pro 
gram BOP obtains a present position of a virtual camera 
(view point) 23 for projecting the object of the lake 22 from 
the camera control program CCP, and computes a positional 
relation between the camera 23 and the lake 22 to be located 
in the three dimensional virtual space 31 through the CPU 1 
(step S2 of FIG. 7). 
0.058. The virtual camera 23 is located through the cam 
era control program CCP, facing a Z-axis of a camera 
coordinate system 26 to the surface of water 22a of the lake 
22, that is, crossing the Z-axis and a plane where the Surface 
of water 22a is located in the three dimensional virtual space 
31, as shown in FIGS. 2 through 4, and the camera control 
program CCP sets a view boundary 25 in the shape of a 
quadrangular pyramid having a vertical visual angle C. and 
a horizontal visual angle B, showing a physical bounds of the 
three dimensional virtual space 31 which can be caught by 
the virtual camera 23 on the object of the lake 22, concretely 
Speaking, on the object showing the Surface of water 22a. 
0059) This view boundary 25 sets the view bounds in the 
camera coordinate System 26 in horizontal and vertical 
directions, and a front clipping plane 25a and a rear clipping 
plane 25b which show the bounds for projecting the object 
in the three dimensional virtual space 31 are set in the view 
boundary 25. And, a projecting plane (view Screen) 25c is set 
between the front and rear clipping planes 25a, 25b. And, 
View Volume 25d between the front and rear clipping planes 
25a,25b of the view boundary 25 is bounds where the object 
21 in the three dimensional virtual space 31 is projected onto 
the projecting plane 25c. 
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0060. The big surface object processing program BOP 
computes a position of the furthest Surface of water 22a 
(horizontal line HL) in the object of the lake 22 which is 
projected onto the projecting plane 25c from the position of 
the virtual camera 23 with respect to the object of the lake 
22 as a coordinate position on the projecting plane, as shown 
in FIG. 3 (step S3 of FIG. 7). The position can be easily 
computed from the object data OBD of the lake 22, the 
positions of the virtual camera 23 and the projecting plane 
25c and the shape data of the view volume 25d. 
0061 For instance, a V coordinate position on uv coor 
dinates of the position of the farthest Surface of water in 
FIG. 6 of the surface of water 22a of the lake 22 projected 
on the projecting plane 25c, that is, a line of interSection CP 
between the rear clipping plane 25b and the Surface of water 
22a in FIG. 3 (“the horizontal line HL” hereinafter) pro 
jected on the projecting plane 25c, is obtained from the 
object data OBD of the lake 22 (step S3 of FIG. 7). 
0062) A X-axis of the camera coordinates 26 of the 
virtual camera 23 is set parallel to a X-axis of the world 
coordinates 27 of the three dimensional virtual space 31, as 
shown in FIG. 2, so that the line of intersection CP of the 
Surface of water 22a of the lake 22 is generally horizontally 
Set in the u-axis direction, having a predetermined V coor 
dinate in the projecting plane 25c as the horizontal line HL, 
as shown in FIG. 5. 

0063. After setting the horizontal line HL on the project 
ing plane 25C, the big Surface object processing program 
BOP sets and computes a mesh 29 as shown in FIG. 5 by 
respectively equally dividing the portion below the horizon 
talline HL, where the Surface of water 22a is located, in the 
projecting plane 25c, that is, the portion near the Virtual 
camera 23, in the u-axis direction (horizontal direction) and 
in the V-axis direction (vertical direction (step S4 of FIG. 7) 
It is not always necessary to equally divide the portion, but 
the portion may be divided so that a small partition 29a of 
the mesh 29 near the virtual camera 23, that is, one in the 
lower hand of the projecting plane 25c of FIG. 5 is finer than 
one distant from the Virtual camera 23, that is, one in the 
upper hand of the projecting plane 25c. 
0064. The big surface object processing program BOP 
projects the mesh 29 thus obtained onto the coordinate 
position where the Surface of water 22a of the big Surface 
object 21 is located in the view boundary 25 as shown in 
FIG. 4 through the CPU 1 so as to compute and produce a 
projecting mesh 29A. Then, the projecting mesh 29A pro 
duced by projecting the mesh 29 is produced Such that a 
small partition 29b of the projecting mesh 29A changes 
bigger with distance from the Virtual camera 23 Since the 
mesh 29 equally produced on the projecting plane 25c is Set, 
crossing the view boundary 25 in the shape of a quadran 
gular pyramid of the virtual camera 23 and the Surface of 
water 22a with each other. 

0065. It is not always necessary to cross the Z-axis of the 
camera coordinate System 26 and the Surface of water 22a 
with each other, but it is necessary to croSS a lower Surface 
25e of the view boundary 25 in the shape of a quadrangular 
pyramid of the virtual camera 23 and the surface of water 
22a (correctly speaking, the plane in the three dimensional 
virtual space 31 where the surface of water 22a is set) in 
order to project the Surface of water 22a on the projecting 
plane 25c. 
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0.066 The projecting mesh A is conversely projected at 
the plane position on the world coordinates 27 where the 
Surface of water 22a is to be located in the three dimensional 
virtual space 31 on the basis of the mesh 29 produced on the 
projecting plane 25c of the virtual camera 23 where the 
Surface of water 22a is projected, So that the projecting mesh 
29A is properly set in the bounds of the view volume 25d 
inside the bounds having a horizontal view angle B as shown 
in FIG. 4, that is, in the bounds of the three dimensional 
virtual space 31 displayed on the display 9. 
0067 Subsequently, the big surface object processing 
program BOP locates a plate polygon 30 on each small 
partition 29b of the projecting mesh 29A projected on the 
position of the surface of water 22a of the lake 22 of the 
three dimensional virtual Space 31 So as to correspond both 
sizes of the plate polygon 30 and the small partition 29b to 
each other, and the portion of the Surface of water 22a which 
is positioned in the view volume 25d of the virtual camera 
23 is modeled with the plate polygons. At this time, no plate 
polygon 30 is located on the portion of the surface of water 
22a excluding the view volume 25d. With a conventional 
method, many polygons are located on all of the Surface of 
water 22a of the big Surface object 21, irrespective of the 
bounds of the view volume 25d. In comparison with the 
conventional method, the partial modeling of the Surface of 
water 22a can make operating time for processing of loca 
tion of the plate polygons 30 widely short. 
0068. After thus locating the plate polygon 30 on each of 
the small partitions 29b of the projection mesh 29A, the big 
Surface object processing program BOP implements anima 
tion processing and rendering processing on each located 
plate polygon 30 So as to obtain an image 22b of the Surface 
of water 22a of the lake 22 on the projecting plane 25c of the 
virtual camera 23. 

0069. That is, animation processing suitable for real-time 
computer graphics (such as a processing for transforming 
each plate polygon 30 with passage of time) and polygon 
image processing, Such as texture mapping, Shadowing, 
Shading, reflection and no clear picture, are implemented on 
each plate polygon 30, and projecting processing for per 
Spectively transforming each plate polygon 30 of the pro 
jecting mesh 29 onto the projecting plane 25c is imple 
mented with the Virtual camera 23 through the camera 
control program CCP and the CPU 1 so as to compute and 
produce the image 22b of the Surface of water 22a of the lake 
22 as shown in FIG. 6. The above-mentioned rendering 
processing includes the polygon image processing and the 
perspective transformation processing onto the projecting 
plane 25c. 
0070. At this time, the big surface object processing 
program BOP implements animation processing and poly 
gon image processing only on the plate polygons located in 
the bounds of the view volume 25d of the virtual camera 23, 
thereby widely decreasing the operation load on the CPU 1. 

0071. As shown in FIG. 4, the size of each plate polygon 
30 on which polygon image processing is implemented 
changes bigger with distance from the Virtual camera 23, and 
occupies a big Surface area in the Surface of water 22a of the 
lake 22. But, in the image 22b actually displayed on the 
monitor 9, more reduced plate polygon 30 is projected onto 
the projecting plane 25c with distance from the Virtual 
camera 23, that is, with increase of the Z coordinate value of 
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the camera coordinates Since the Small partitions 29a of the 
mesh 29 corresponding to respective plate polygons 30 are 
equally set in their sizes as shown in FIG. 5. 

0072. In other words, the bigger the Z coordinate value of 
the plate polygon 30 is, the bigger the reduction rate of each 
plate polygon 30 to the projecting plane 25c is. Even if the 
plate polygon 30 the Z coordinate value of which is big (the 
Small partition 29b of the projecting mesh 29A projected) is 
bigger than the plate polygon 30 the Z coordinate value of 
which is small (the small partition 29b of the projecting 
mesh 29.Aprojected) as shown in FIG.4, the influence of the 
polygon image processing on Such a big plate polygon 30 is 
Small by the big reduction rate to the projecting plane 25c. 
In other words, even if the image processing on the big plate 
polygon 30 distant from the virtual camera 23, that is, on the 
plate polygon 30 occupying big Surface area in the Surface 
of water 22a of the lake 22 is widely simplified per unit area 
of the surface of water 22a of the lake in comparison with 
the polygon image processing on the Small plate polygon 30 
near the virtual camera 23, the influence can be made Small, 
to the extent that one can neglect, on the projecting plane 
25c. 

0073. The surface of water 22a near the virtual camera 23 
is modeled with many Small plate polygons 30, and fine 
animation processing and fine polygon image processing are 
possible in comparison with the distant Surface of water 22a. 
In other words, high-grade animation processing and high 
grade polygon image processing, degree of which are high 
per a unit Surface area of the object, are implemented only 
on the plate polygons 30 near the virtual camera 23 So as to 
represent the real Surface of water 22a, and Simple animation 
processing and Simple polygon image processing, degree of 
which are low per a unit area of the object, are only 
implemented on the distant plate polygons 30. 

0074) Even if similar polygon image processing is thus 
implemented on both near and distant plate polygons 30 
with the unit of each plate polygon 30, the number of the 
plate polygons 30 to be processed comprising the distant 
Surface of water 22a can be widely decreased in comparison 
with ones comprising the near Surface of water 22a Since the 
polygons comprising the distant Surface of water 22a are 
bigger than ones comprising the near Surface of water 22a, 
thereby implementing the animation processing and the 
polygon image processing on the plate polygons 30 the 
distant surface of water 22a with no big burden on the CPU 
1. 

0075 AS mentioned before, no plate polygon 30 is 
located outside the view volume 25d of the virtual camera 23 
and the Surface of water 22a is not modeled, So that no 
animation processing and no polygon image processing is 
implemented. 

0076. When thus obtaining the image 22b of the surface 
of water 22a of the lake 22 from the virtual camera 23 as 
shown in FIG. 6 by implementing the animation processing 
and the polygon image processing on each plate polygon 30 
which was located and set on the small partition 29b of the 
projecting mesh 29A according to the big Surface object 
processing program BOP through the CPU 1, and perspec 
tively transforming these on the projecting plane 25c accord 
ing to the camera control program CCP through the CPU 1, 
the camera control program CCP displays the image 22b 
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projected on the projecting plane 25c on the monitor 9 
through the CPU 1 and the image processing unit 4 (step S8 
of FIG. 7). 
0077. The image 22b is displayed on the monitor 9 so that 
near surface of water 22a of the lake 22 is detailedly drawn 
with fine plate polygons 30 and the distant surface of water 
22a is simply drawn with the big plate polygons 30 So as not 
be unnatural. 

0078. In the above-mentioned embodiment, the big sur 
face object 21 is the lake 22, and the image 22b of the 
Surface of water 22b thereof is computed and produced. But, 
the big surface object 21 is not limited to the lake 22, but is 
any object, Such as a Sea, a jungle, a river, a desert as long 
as the object has a relatively simple and big Surface, Such as 
a Surface of Sea, many plants, a Surface of river and a Surface 
of Sand. 

0079 Besides, the X-axis of the camera coordinates 26 of 
the virtual camera 23 is parallel to the X-Z plane (horizontal 
plane) of the world coordinates in the above-mentioned 
embodiment. But, the X-axis of the virtual camera 23 is not 
always parallel to the X-Z plane of the World coordinates, 
but may be inclined thereto. That is, it is sufficient that the 
X-axis of the Virtual camera 23 is maintained parallel to the 
X-Z plane of the world coordinates 27 when setting the mesh 
29 as shown in the figure on the projecting plane 25c and 
projecting the projecting mesh 29A on the coordinate posi 
tion where the Surface of the big Surface object 21 is located. 
When obtaining the image 22b with the virtual camera 23, 
each polygon 30 located on the small partition 29b of the 
projecting mesh 29A, on which polygon image processing 
has already finished, may be perspectively transformed onto 
the projecting plane 25c in Such a State that the X-axis of the 
virtual camera 23 is inclined to the X-Z plane of the world 
coordinates 27 So as to obtain and produce the image 22b. 
0080. In the above-mentioned embodiment, the CPU 1 
comprises a game control unit, and the combination of the 
CPU 1 and specific Software comprises various kinds of 
means of the game control unit, but at least a part of these 
means may be replaced by a logical circuit. Besides, the 
invention may be comprised as variously Scaled game 
Systems in addition to as a game System for home use. 
0081. The invention can be applied to an electronic game 
equipment utilizing a computer and recreational Software to 
be executed through a computer. 
0082 The present invention has been explained on the 
basis of the example embodiments discussed. Although 
Some variations have been mentioned, the embodiments 
which are described in the Specification are illustrative and 
not limiting. The Scope of the invention is designated by the 
accompanying claims and is not restricted by the descrip 
tions of the Specific embodiments. Accordingly, all the 
transformations and changes within the Scope of the claims 
are to be construed as included in the Scope of the present 
invention. 

1. Game Software having function of displaying big 
Surface object, Said game Software having program for 
getting a computer to execute a procedure for obtaining an 
image of a Surface of a big Surface object having a big 
Surface to be located in a three dimensional virtual space 
with a virtual camera and displaying on a monitor, compris 
Ing: 
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Said game Software having program for getting Said 
computer to execute the following procedures, 

a procedure for Storing data, for Storing object data in a 
memory of Said computer, Said object data having a 
coordinate position of Said Surface of Said big Surface 
object for locating Said Surface in Said three dimen 
Sional virtual Space; 

a procedure for Setting virtual camera, for Setting Said 
Virtual camera in Said three dimensional virtual Space 
Such that a lower face of a view boundary of said virtual 
camera intersects a plane where Said Surface of Said big 
Surface object is located; 

a procedure for producing mesh, for computing So as to 
produce a mesh being comprised of a plurality of Small 
partitions on a projecting plane of Said Virtual camera; 

a procedure for Setting projecting mesh, for Setting a 
projecting mesh by projecting Said mesh produced on 
Said projecting plane by Said procedure for producing 
mesh onto a position of Said Surface of Said big Surface 
object in Said three dimensional virtual space, Said 
position being shown by Said object data; 

a procedure for partially modeling, for partially modeling 
Said Surface of Said big Surface object on each Small 
partition comprising Said projecting mesh; 

a procedure for rendering, for rendering Said Surface of 
Said big Surface object which was partially modeled by 
Said procedure for partially modeling So as to compute 
and produce an image of Said Surface on Said projecting 
plane; and 

a procedure for displaying, for displaying Said image of 
Said Surface which was computed and produced by Said 
procedure for rendering on Said monitor. 

2. The game Software having function of displaying big 
Surface object according to claim 1, wherein Said procedure 
for producing mesh has a procedure for computing position 
of Surface, for computing a coordinate position on Said 
projecting plane, concerning the most distant position of 
Said Surface of Said big Surface object which is projected on 
Said projecting plane from a position of Said virtual cameral 
with respect to Said big Surface object, and Said mesh is 
computed and produced on a portion near Said Virtual 
camera rather than Said coordinate position on Said project 
ing plane which was computed by Said procedure for com 
puting position of Surface. 

3. The game Software having function of displaying big 
Surface object according to claim 1, wherein Said procedure 
for producing mesh has a procedure for equally dividing, for 
respectively equally dividing Said projecting plane of Said 
Virtual camera in horizontal and Vertical directions So as to 
produce Said mesh. 

4. The game Software having function of displaying big 
Surface object according to claim 1, wherein Said procedure 
for producing mesh has a procedure for dividing mesh, for 
dividing Said projecting plane of Said virtual camera So as to 
produce Said mesh Such that the farther the distance from 
Said Virtual camera is, the bigger Said Small partition of Said 
projecting mesh which is Set by Said procedure for Setting 
projecting mesh becomes. 

5. The game Software having function of displaying big 
Surface object according to claim 1, wherein Said procedure 
for partially modeling has a procedure for locating polygon, 
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for locating a plate polygon on each of Said Small partitions 
comprising Said projecting mesh. 

6. The game Software having function of displaying big 
Surface object according to claim 1, wherein Said big Surface 
object is an object for representing a Sea, a lake or a river. 

7. Game machine for obtaining an image of a Surface of 
a big Surface object having a big Surface to be located in a 
three dimensional virtual Space with a virtual camera and 
displaying on a monitor, comprising: 
means for Storing data, for Storing object data in a 
memory of Said game machine, Said object data having 
a coordinate position of Said Surface of Said big Surface 
object for locating Said Surface in Said three dimen 
Sional virtual Space; 

means for Setting virtual camera, for Setting Said virtual 
camera in Said three dimensional virtual Space Such that 
a lower face of a view boundary of Said virtual camera 
intersects a plane where Said Surface of Said big Surface 
object is located; 

means for producing mesh, for computing So as to pro 
duce a mesh being comprised of a plurality of Small 
partitions on a projecting plane of Said Virtual camera; 

means for Setting projecting mesh, for Setting a projecting 
mesh by projecting Said mesh produced on Said pro 
jecting plane by Said means for producing mesh onto a 
position of Said Surface of Said big Surface object in Said 
three dimensional virtual Space, Said position being 
shown by Said object data; 

means for partially modeling, for partially modeling Said 
Surface of Said big Surface object on each Small parti 
tion comprising Said projecting mesh; 

means for rendering, for rendering Said Surface of Said big 
Surface object which was partially modeled by Said 
means for partially modeling So as to compute and 
produce an image of Said Surface on Said projecting 
plane; and 

means for displaying, for displaying Said image of Said 
Surface which was computed and produced by Said 
means for rendering on Said monitor. 
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8. Game machine for obtaining an image of a Surface of 
a big Surface object having a big Surface to be located in a 
three dimensional virtual Space with a virtual camera and 
displaying on a monitor, comprising: 

unit for Storing data, for Storing object data in a memory 
of Said game machine, Said object data having a coor 
dinate position of Said Surface of Said big Surface object 
for locating Said Surface in Said three dimensional 
Virtual space; 

unit for Setting virtual camera, for Setting Said virtual 
camera in Said three dimensional virtual Space Such that 
a lower face of a view boundary of Said virtual camera 
intersects a plane where Said Surface of Said big Surface 
object is located; 

unit for producing mesh, for computing So as to produce 
a mesh being comprised of a plurality of Small parti 
tions on a projecting plane of Said virtual camera; 

unit for Setting projecting mesh, for Setting a projecting 
mesh by projecting Said mesh produced on Said pro 
jecting plane by Said unit for producing mesh onto a 
position of Said Surface of Said big Surface object in Said 
three dimensional virtual Space, Said position being 
shown by Said object data; 

unit for partially modeling, for partially modeling said 
Surface of Said big Surface object on each Small parti 
tion comprising Said projecting mesh; 

unit for rendering, for rendering Said Surface of Said big 
Surface object which was partially modeled by Said unit 
for partially modeling So as to compute and produce an 
image of Said Surface on Said projecting plane, and 

unit for displaying, for displaying Said image of Said 
Surface which was computed and produced by Said unit 
for rendering on Said monitor. 


